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Abstract

We consider the question� Is �nding just a part of a solution easier than �nding the full solution� For

example� is �nding only an � fraction of the bits in a satisfying assignment to a ��CNF formula easier

than computing the whole assignment� For several important problems in NP we show that obtaining

only a small fraction of the solution is as hard as �nding the full solution�

This can be interpreted in two ways� On the positive side� it is enough to look for an e�cient algorithm

that only recovers a small part of the solution� in order to completely solve any of these problems� On

the negative side� any partial solution to these problems may be hard to �nd� For example� unless

NP � BPP there is no e�cient algorithm which always �nds
p
n bits of a satisfying assignment of a

��CNF formula with n variables�
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� Introduction

Is it easier to �nd parts of the solution than getting it all� We ask this question for several famous NP
problems� including ��SAT� Graph Isomorphism� the Shortest Lattice Vector problem� Graph ��Colorability�
Vertex Cover and Clique� For all these problems we show that retrieving parts of the solution is as hard
as retrieving it all� This is true even if the algorithm may choose which parts of the solution it is going to
retrieve�

This question can be viewed in various ways� First� it has immediate application to the search for e�cient
algorithms for these problems� Suppose� for example� that one wishes to solve Graph Isomorphism� Our
results imply that instead of looking for a method for constructing the whole isomorphism� it is su�cient to
�nd a method that can construct just a small part of it� Namely� we show that if there is an e�cient procedure
which constructs a small part of the isomorphism� then we can use it to e�ciently �nd the entire solution�
We stress that for our construction� it is not enough that the e�cient procedure returns an isomorphism
between small sub�graphs� Instead it must return such an isomorphism which is a part of a full isomorphism
between the two graphs�

A second view on this question is as an issue in fault tolerance� Suppose that a solution to a computational
problem is sent to us on a channel that omits parts of the messages� Can we recover the full solution if
we only receive parts of it� In this work we prove a positive answer for all the problems mentioned above�
by specifying omission�correcting algorithms for these problems� We stress that the 	obvious
 solution of
wrapping the answer by a layer of erasure code does not �t in our framework� since we are interested in the
resilience of the computational problem itself� Instead� we use erasure�resilient reductions� where in order to
tolerate omissions we generate �one or more� dierent instances of the problem� and use the partial answers
to these modi�ed instances to recover the full solution to the original instance� In a sense� these erasure�
resilient reductions can be seen as a way to encode an erasure code in a �natural� manner� However� the
results which we obtain are surprisingly stronger than just adding an erasure code on top of the solution� We
obtain resistance to erasure of nearly all the answer� whereas standard erasure codes �with sub�exponential
expansion� can only deal with erasure of some constant fraction�

Another contribution of our work is providing robust proofs of membership� For example� in the ��SAT
case� we present an e�cient algorithm which on input �� outputs a new formula ��� such that retrieving
even a small part of the satisfying assignment to �� allows reconstructing a satisfying assignment to ��
This immediately suggests a very robust proof that � has a satisfying assignment� The assignment to ���
Any �large enough� fraction of the satisfying assignment to �� allows e�cient construction of a complete
satisfying assignment to �� Thus� from small parts of the robust proof� one may reconstruct a full proof for
the membership of � in ��SAT� Furthermore� since ��SAT is NP�complete and since Cook
s reduction ���
is witness preserving� this can be used as a procedure to obtain robust proofs for membership in any NP
language� Note the dierence between these robust proofs and PCP proofs such as the ones in ��� ��� In our
case an adversary may choose the bits that we get to see and still we must be able to reconstruct the full
witness� whereas the veri�er of a PCP proof chooses the bits of the proof that he reads �usually randomly�
and only has to verify the validity of the proof��

��� Summary of results

Our results can be summarized as follows�

�� Satis�ability �SAT�� For any � � �� given a CNF formula over n variables it is possible to construct
in probabilistic polynomial time another formula ���� variables �with j��j � j�j� nO�����

such that with probability almost �� given any N
�
�
�� bits from a satisfying assignment to ��� one can

e�ciently construct a satisfying assignment to �� See Theorem � in Section ����

We would like to stress the surprising strength of this result� recall that standard erasure codes that
have sub�exponential expansion can only deal with erasure of less than half of the bits� whereas in this
computational model we can deal with erasure of nearly all the bits�

�Note that for the shortest lattice vector� the view of our theorem as a robust proof is not relevant� since we are dealing with
a co�NP type question�
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�� Graph Isomorphism �GI�� There is a �deterministic� polynomial time procedure that on a given
pair of graphs �G�H� constructs adaptively � � poly�n� oracle queries �G��H��� � � � � �G��H�� such that
if on each query the oracle answers with a map on only O�logn� of the vertices �which is a part of an
isomorphism between the two graphs in this query�� then the procedure �nds an isomorphism between
G and H� See Theorem � in Section ��

�� Shortest Lattice Vector �SLV�� Consider the following problem� Given a basis Bm�n for some real
lattice L�B� � fBx � x � Zng � Rm� �nd the shortest vector �in the L��norm� in the lattice� We
present an e�cient probabilistic procedure to construct a basis B�M�n for a lattice L�B�� such that�
with probability almost �� given any bM �c entries in the shortest non�zero vector in L�B�� we are able
to �nd a shortest vector in the original lattice L�B� in time polynomial in m� The constant � is any
constant � � � and M � maxf�m� �m���

�g� See Theorem � in Section ��

�� Other NP�complete problems� Using our results for SAT we can prove the following type of result
for several other NP�complete problems� including Graph ��Colorability� Vertex Cover and Clique
�and Independent Set��

Suppose that we have access to an oracle for a given problem L� Given an instance X of size n of
the problem L� we can e�ciently construct a probabilistic query X� of size N � nO��� to the oracle
for L such that� with probability almost �� from any �large enough� polynomial fraction of a witness
for X� � L one can e�ciently construct a witness for X � L� The exact polynomial fraction that we
need dier between the problems� For the Clique problem �and Independent Set� it is su�cient to get
a ���N ���fraction of the answer for any � � � � ���� For Graph ��Colorability and Vertex Cover� we
need to get a ���N ���fraction of the answer for � � � � ����

The proof of these results is based on the structure of the reductions from ��SAT to these problems�
It seems that many NP�complete problems have reductions with such structure� thus our results may
apply to other problems� In this extended abstract we illustrate our methods by a formal proof of the
above result for Graph ��Colorability� See Theorem � in Section ��

The same approach can also be applied to the Hamiltonian�path and Tripartite�matching problems�
but the parameters of the reduction are worse than for the other problems �namely� we can only tolerate
erasure of some small constant fraction of the answer�� In this extended abstract we do not discuss
these problems�

We note that while there are many problems for which we can prove that only some fraction of the
solutions are needed� we yet do NOT have a general method for proving such results� and instead need
to work on a problem�by�problem basis� In particular� there does not yet seem to be a single master
theorem that would imply all these results�

��� Further motivation

Cryptographic applications� An important question in cryptography is the relation between obtaining
partial information about a secret and computing the whole secret� Indeed� this is the question that underlies
the notion of hard�core bits of cryptographic functions �see� e�g�� ��� �� ���� Our results are in the same spirit�
thus providing some more insight into this interesting question�

Structural complexity� An important theme in structural complexity is to study the power of dierent
kinds of oracles� Essentially� one can view our results as shedding light on the power of oracles that only
supply part of the answers�

��� Organization

In Section � we deal with the ��SAT problem� in Section � we present our results on the Graph Isomorphism
problem� in Section � we discuss the Shortest Lattice Vector problem and in Section � we illustrate how to
get similar results for certain NP�complete problems by a proof for Graph ��Colorability�
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� Satisfying assignments to CNF formulae

Below we prove that any CNF formula � can be encoded in another formula ��� in such a way that given
even a small fraction of the bits in a satisfying assignment to ��� it is possible to recover a full satisfying
assignment to �� Formally�

Theorem � � For any � � �� there exist an e�cient probabilistic algorithm Encsat� and an e�cient deter�
ministic algorithm Recsat such that

�� If � is a CNF formula over n variables� then �� � Encsat��� is a CNF formula over N � nO���

variables� with j��j � j�j� nO����

�� With probability �� ��n �over the coins of Encsat�� the formula �� has the following property� If s� is

any assignment to N
�
�
�� of the variables in �� which can be extended to a full satisfying assignment�

then Recsat��� �
�� s�� is a satisfying assignment for ��

For some applications� it might be useful to have a deterministic transformation Encsat� In this case we
can show the following weaker result�

Theorem � � For any � � �� there exist e�cient deterministic algorithms Encsat�Recsat such that

�� If � is a CNF formula over n variables� then �� � Encsat��� is a CNF formula over N � nO���

variables� with j��j � j�j� nO����

�� If s� is any assignment to ��� � ��N of the variables in �� which can be extended to a full satisfying
assignment� then Recsat��� �

�� s�� is a satisfying assignment for ��

�We note that it is possible to extend Theorem � to � � o���� In particular� the proof given in the sequel
goes through as long as � � ��N��������

��� Failure of a naive solution

Trying to prove the theorem above� the following solution comes to mind� Fix some e�ciently computable
erasure code E that can decode in the presence of up to ��� � ���fraction of erasures� Then� given a CNF
formula ��x� � � � xn�� construct a polynomial size circuit CE � that on input �x� � � �xn� y� � � � y�� checks that
�y is a proper encoding of �x using the code E� Next� use the standard Cook reduction ��� to �e�ciently�
transform the circuit CE into a CNF formula �E � and �nally set �� � ���E� Now� any satisfying assignment
to �� must also satisfy �� Moreover� since E is an erasure code� then as long as we get more than half of the
bits� we should be able to recover the full assignment�

Unfortunately� this solution does not work� The problem is that the standard transformation of Boolean
circuits into CNF formulas introduces additional temporary variables z�� � � � � zm on top of the original vari�
ables x�� � � �xn� y�� � � � � y�� and the number of these new variables is linear in the size of the circuit �and thus�
polynomial in n� ��� Therefore� a partial assignment to �� may give values to many of the zi
s and to only
a very small number of the yi
s or xi
s�

��� First attempt� Erasure of nearly half of the bits

Although the naive solution above does not work� it can be modi�ed to prove Theorem � which deals with
erasure of �a bit less than� half of the variables� This is done using some �padding� tricks� The same padding
technique will later be used in the proof of Theorem ��

We start by stating the existence of good deterministic constructions of erasure codes� Perhaps the sim�
plest construction is due to Alon ���� in which a Reed�Solomon code is concatenated with the simplex binary
code� The result �with the appropriate setting of the parameters� is summarized in the next proposition�

Proposition ��� ���	� There exists a binary linear code with codewords of size n and dimension k �
p
n�

which can correct up to n��� � �� erasures for any � � ��� Encoding and decoding can be done in polynomial
time �in n��

�In fact� this construction can handle even � � o���� Speci�cally� it works for � � ��n������
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Proof of Theorem �� We augment the naive solution from above in a way that ensures a vast majority
of �useful variables� in the new formula ��� and just a handful of �unuseful� �or temporary� variables� Thus
any assignment to slightly more than half of these variables would enable recovery of the full assignment�

Intuitively� we start from the same formula as in the naive solution� and then �replicate� the useful
variables until they become the vast majority� To do that� we use the observation that it is possible to check
equality of two variables using a CNF formula without adding any temporary variables� To check that a � b�
we just need to add the terms �a� b� � �b� a� to the formula� A more detailed description follows�

Let CE�x� � � �xn� y� � � � y�� be a Boolean circuit that checks that �y � E��x�� where E is the erasure�code
from Proposition ���� By the properties of this code� it is su�cient to set � � n�� Moreover� since this is a
linear code� it can be represented by an � � n Boolean matrix� and thus the size of the circuit CE can be
as small as �n� Thus� we can transform CE into a CNF formula using only �n � n� temporary variables�
Denote the resulting CNF formula by �E�x� � � �xn� y� � � � yn� � z� � � � zn���

We now use padding to replicate the yi
s� For each variable yi we introduce n� � � new variables

y�i � � � � � y
n���
i � and add clauses to make sure that yi � yji � Namely� for each i � �� � � � � n�� j � �� � � � � n� � ��

we have the two clauses �yi � yji �� �yi � yji �� Denote the formula which consists of these �n��n� � �� clauses
by �eq� Then� we set

�� � � � �E � �eq

The CNF formula �� has N � n� n� � n� variables �n x�variables� n� y�variables� and n� z�variables�� We
now show that from any ��� � ��N of the bits of a satisfying assignment to ��� we can retrieve �x� By the
setting of the parameters above� we get�
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n� �for large enough n�

Since there are at most n� z�variables and at most n x�variables� then we must have an assignment to
at least

�
�
� �

�
�

�
n� of the y�variables� Since each yi has exactly n� copies� we must have an assignment to

at least
�
�
� � �

�

�
n� dierent yi
s and this is enough to use the decoding algorithm and decode the satisfying

assignment �x of the formula ��

Remark� Note that although the padding can be enhanced to deal with more erasures� there are no codes
with polynomial expansion which are able to correct n�� erasures or more �see ���� Eq� ��� on Page �����

��� Erasures of nearly all the bits

We now show how to overcome erasures of all but n
�
�
�� of the bits in a satisfying assignment� This is

surprisingly better than the correction ability of erasure codes� However� we note that we are in fact in a
much better position than in the case of a generic erasure code� since we can verify the answer� by checking if
it satis�es the given CNF formula �� Therefore� if we manage to reduce the number of �candidate solutions�
to a polynomial in n� we can then go over all of them until we �nd the right one�

Proof of Theorem �� The outline of the proof is as follows� We �rst show that if we have polynomial
number of random linear equations in n variables� then any �su�ciently large� subset of these equations is
of dimension at least n� O�logn�� and thus leaves only a polynomial number of candidate solutions to the
entire equation system� This� together with the ability to verify solutions� yields an �erasure�code� with the
ability to correct up to n �p

n erasures� We then use the construction from the previous subsection with
this �improved code�� thus yielding the needed result�

The probabilistic transformation� Let � be any positive constant� and denote c � ���� Given a CNF
formula over n variables ��x� � � �xn�� we start by choosing uniformly at random an nc � n Boolean matrix
B� �The matrix B plays a role similar to that of the generating matrix for the erasure code from the proof of
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Theorem ��� Let CB�x� � � � xn� y� � � � ync� be a circuit which veri�es that �y � B�x� Using the nice structure of
linear equations� we can actually write CB as a CNF formula using only nc�� temporary variables� Denote
the resulting formula by �B�x� � � � xn� y� � � � ync � z� � � � znc�� ��

We now use the same padding trick as in the proof of Theorem �� Namely� for each variable yi we
introduce additional nc � � new variables yji �j � � � � �nc � ��� and we encode the equalities yi � y�i � � � � in

a CNF formula �eq� �Recall that for all i� j� �eq contains the two clauses �yi� yji �� �yi� yji ��� Finally we set
�� � ���B ��eq� thus obtaining a formula over N � n�n�c�nc�� variables �n x�variables� n�c y�variables
and nc�� z�variables��

Dealing with big erasures in the resulting formula� Next we show that �with high probability over

the choice of B�� it is possible to recover a satisfying assignment for � from any N
�
�
�� bits in a satisfying

assignment for ��� By the setting of the parameters above we have

N
�
�
�� � �n� n�c � nc���

�
�
� �
c

� n�c�
�
�
� �
c
�

� nc��

� nc�� � nc�� � n �for large enough n�

Since we have only n x
s and nc�� z
s� this means that we are left with at least nc�� y�variables� Since each
of these variables has exactly nc copies� then we must have the value of at least n� dierent yi
s�

Denote the partial vector of the known yi
s by �y �� and denote by B� the sub�matrix of B which is induces
by taking only the rows which correspond to the known yi
s� This gives us the linear system B��x � �y �� We
next show that with probability of at least ����n� the rank of B is at least n��c logn� Hence� the number
of candidate solutions is at most n�c� and we can use exhaustive search to check which of them satis�es the
original formula ��

So it remains to show that when we choose at random an nc � n binary matrix B� then with probability
at least � � ��n� every n� � n sub�matrix of B has rank of at least r � n � �c logn� We prove this by a
simple counting argument� Notice that

� The number of n� � n sub�matrices of B is
�
nc

n�

� � ncn
�

� ��c logn�n
�

�

� The number of r�dimensional subspaces of Zn
� is at most �n

�

�since every subspace� and in particular
every r�dimensional subspace� can be de�ned by an n� n matrix��

� For any �xed subspace of dimension r and any �xed row of B� the probability that this row belongs to
that subspace is exactly �r�n � ���c logn� Thus� the probability that the row space of a �xed n� � n
sub�matrix of B is contained in this �xed r�dimensional subspace is exactly ����c logn�n

�

�

Using the union bound� we get

Pr�	 sub�matrix B�n��n of rank � r�

�
X

B�
n��n

X
r�dimensional V

Pr�row space of B� is contained in V �

� ��c logn�n
� 
 �n� 
 ����c logn�n� � �n

�
��c logn�n� � ��n

� Graph Isomorphism

We consider the graph isomorphism problem� given two isomorphic graphs G and H on n vertices �nd an
isomorphism between them� We study the complexity of the graph isomorphism problem assuming that we
have access to an oracle that provides us with a partial isomorphism on a subset of certain size of the vertices
for arbitrary isomorphic pairs of graphs� We stress that the partial isomorphism which is provided by the
oracle must be part of a complete isomorphism between the graphs G and H�

We use the notation G � H for G isomorphic to H� We denote the vertex set of a graph G by V �G� and
the edge set of G by E�G��

We prove the following�
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(b) The graph B_l
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(a) The graph A_l

Figure �� the graphs Al and Bl� Note that Al contains one vertex of degree l � �� one of degree �� two of
degree �� and all the vertices have degree ��

Theorem 
 Suppose we have access to an oracle that given any two isomorphic graphs on m vertices�
reveals a partial map on at least �� � �� logm vertices �for some constant � � �� which is part of an isomor�
phism between the two graphs� Then we can solve the graph isomorphism problem for n vertex graphs by a
deterministic algorithm in nO��� time�

Proof� The outline of the proof is as follows� Given two isomorphic graphs G and H� we �rst query the
oracle on G and H� thus obtaining a partial map on t � �� � �� logn nodes� What we would like to do next
is to remove these t nodes from both G and H� and then apply the algorithm recursively to the remaining�
smaller� graphs� Unfortunately� this does not work� since we have no guarantee that the isomorphism that
we get on the remaining graphs will be �compatible� with the isomorphism that we got for the �rst t nodes�
To overcome this� we do not just remove the t nodes from the graphs� but instead we replace them with some
gadget that will enforce �compatibility� between the isomorphisms� Since this gadget contains less than t
nodes� then the resulting graphs will be smaller� and so the procedure is guaranteed to terminate within at
most n oracle calls� More details follow�

The gadget� Let l be an integer� and let Al be a graph on l vertices with the following properties�

�� Al contains �l edges�

�� Each vertex of Al has degree at least �� and

�� Al has no non�trivial self automorphisms�

A construction of such a graph �for l � �� is depicted in Figure ��a�� We now replace each edge of Al by
a path of length �� thus obtaining a graph Bl on �l vertices� as depicted in Figure ��b�� In the sequel we
refer to the vertices of Bl which came from Al as A�vertices� and to the other vertices of Bl we refer as
middle�vertices�

The algorithm� Let G and H be graphs on n vertices� We begin by querying the oracle on �G�H�� The
answer of the oracle will provide us with a partition of the vertices of both G �� � V �G��
and V �H� � V �H�� � V �H��� such that t � jV �G��j � jV �H��j � �� � �� logn� as well as a partial map
between V �G�� and V �H�� which is part of an isomorphism between G and H� Then we construct a new
oracle query �G��H �� as follows�

Below we denote by G� the induced subgraph of G on V �G�� and by H� the induced subgraph of H on
V �H��� Also� denote �� � ��� and let l � d�� � ��� logne� To construct G��H�� we replace the vertices of G�

and H� in G and H� respectively� by copies of the graph Bl� Thus� the vertex sets of the resulting graphs
are

V �G�� � V �G�� � V �Bl� and V �H�� � V �H�� � V �Bl�
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Since Bl contains exactly �l vertices� then the number of vertices in G��H� is

n� t� �l � n� �� � �� logn � �
l
� �

�

�
logn

m
� n � �

�
logn� � � n

The edges of G� �resp� H�� consist of the edges of G� and Bl �resp� H� and Bl� as well as some more
edges which connect these components� We refer to these additional edges as �cross�edges�� We want the
cross�edges to have two important properties�

�� Two vertices in V �G�� have the same set of neighbors from V �Bl� if and only if they had the same set
of neighbors in V �G�� in the original graph G �and the same holds for H��

�� The cross�edges should �encode� the map that we know between G� and H��

We achieve this as follows� Fix an arbitrary labeling of the A�vertices of Bl� For any vertex x � V �G���
denote by Sx the set of its neighbors from V �G�� in the original graph G� and consider the collection
CG � fSx � x � V �G��g� Clearly� CG contains at most jV �G��j dierent subsets of V �G��� We then map
each subset Sx � CG to a unique subset of the A�vertices of Bl of size at least �� This is possible since Bl

contains l A�vertices� and therefore the number of subsets of size at least � is

�l � �� l � �
l
�

�
� �l � l�

� �����
�� logn � ��� � ��� logn�

�

� n���
� � �� � ���� log� n � n � jV �G��j

Similarly� for each vertex y � V �H�� we denote by Sy the set of its neighbors from V �H�� in the original
graph H� we consider the collection CH � fSy � y � V �H��g� and map each subset Sy � CH to a unique
subset of size at least � of the A�vertices in Bl� To re�ect the map between G� and H� which was revealed by
the oracle� we make sure that if a set Sx  V �G�� is mapped by the answer of the oracle to a set Sy  V �H��
then we map both Sx and Sy to the same subset of A�vertices in Bl�

Now we are ready to de�ne the cross�edges in G� and H�� A vertex x � V �G�� will be connected to
each point in the subset of V �Bl� which has been assigned to Sx� and similarly a vertex y � V �H�� will be
connected to each point of the subset of V �Bl� which has been assigned to Sy �

The next call to the oracle will be on G� and H�� We recursively apply the above procedure� until we
are left with a trivial problem� Once the recursive call returns an isomorphism between G� and H �� we take
the union of the map between G� and H� �which are part of G��H�� respectively� and the map between G�

and H� which was given to us by the oracle� Below we prove that this union is necessarily an isomorphism
between the original graphs G and H�

Analysis� The crucial observation in this proof is the following

Claim 
�� Any isomorphism between G� and H� must map V �Bl�  G� to V �Bl�  H� such that each
A�vertex of Bl is mapped to itself �i�e�� to a vertex with the same label according to the 	xed labeling of the
A�vertices��

Proof� Notice that by the construction above� every vertex in G� is connected to at least � vertices in
Bl� even if it has no neighbors in G �and the same holds for every vertex in H��� Since Bl is constructed
so that all the A�vertices have degree at least �� then the only vertices in G��H � which have degree � or less
are the middle�vertices of Bl� It follows that middle�vertices in G� must be mapped to middle�vertices in
H�� Since the only neighbors of the middle�vertices are the A�vertices� it also follows that A�vertices in G�

must be mapped to A�vertices in H�� Finally� since the graph Al �and therefore also Bl� does not have any
non�trivial self automorphism� we conclude that a copy of each A�vertex in G� must be mapped to a copy of
the same A�vertex in H��

To complete the proof� note that if a node x � V �G�� is mapped to a node y � V �H��� then they both
have the same set of neighbors from Bl � By construction� this means that the map between H� and G� maps
the vertices in Sx to the vertices in Sy �

�



Choosing between many maps� Originally� we came across this problem when we tried to construct
a procedure that gives a partial solution to graph isomorphism� That procedure was supposed to oer a
polynomial number of candidates� such that one of them was a correct partial solution� Let us show that
this would be enough to achieve an algorithm for GI which is faster than the algorithms known today�

Corollary 
�� Suppose we have access to an oracle that given two isomorphic graphs on m vertices outputs
a polynomial number of maps 	�� � � � � 	T on at least �m vertices for some 	xed � � �� such that at least
one of the maps is part of an isomorphism between the graphs� Then we can solve the Graph Isomorphism
problem for n vertex graphs by a deterministic algorithms in nO�logn� time�

Proof� We use the same strategy as in the proof of Theorem �� At each recursive level� after the call
to the oracle on G and H we try to proceed with one of the maps 	�� � � � � 	T returned by the oracle� We
choose one of the maps 	i and we construct G� and H� as above� If we succeed to construct an isomorphism
between G� and H� then using 	i to map V �G�� to V �H�� we obtain an isomorphism between G and H as
in the proof of Theorem �� If G� is not isomorphic to H� we try again with another 	j�

Since we required that the oracle answers with maps on at least � fraction of the vertices at each call for
some constant � � �� we only need O�logn� recursive levels for n vertex graphs� At each level we may have
to make T � nO��� recursive calls to our algorithm� Thus the running time of the algorithm will be nO�logn��

� Shortest vectors in real lattices

In this section we consider the problem of �nding the shortest non�zero vector in an n�dimensional lattice�
Throughout this section� an n�dimensional lattice L in Rm �where m � n� is represented by a basis matrix
Bm�n� such that L � L�B� � fBx � x � Zng� We also assume that all the �real numbers� which we deal
with are represented with some �nite precision� where the number of precision bits is polynomial in m� We
then prove the following�

Theorem � For any � � �� there exist an e�cient probabilistic algorithm Encsv� and an e�cient deter�
ministic algorithm Recsv such that

�� If B is an m�n real matrix� then B� � Encsv�B� is an M�m real matrix withM � maxf�m� �m���
�g

�so B� is a generator matrix for an n�dimensional lattice in RM��

�� With probability �� ��m �over the coins of Encsv�� the matrix B� has the following property� For any
partial vector s� which contains bM �c entries in the shortest non�zero vector in L�B��� the output of
Recsv�B�B

�� s�� is the shortest non�zero vector in L�B��

Proof� The strategy for generating B� from B is as follows� We set B� � TB where T is an M � m
transformation matrix with the following properties

�� � x � Rm� kTxk � kxk �where k 
 k denotes the Euclidean norm��

�� Every m �m sub�matrix of T is non�singular�

Thus� B� is a basis for the lattice L�B�� � fTBx � x � Zng � fTp � p � L�B�g� and �by Property �� the
shortest non�zero vector in this lattice is s� � Ts� where s is the shortest non�zero vector in L�B�� Any
m entries in s� can be viewed as a solution to the linear system of equations s�� � T �s� where s�� is the m
sub�vector of s� whose entries are known� and T � is the corresponding m�m sub�matrix of T � By Property ��
T � is non�singular� and thus we can reconstruct s from s���

It is therefore su�cient to show how to pick a transformation matrix T as above� For this� we use the
following fact

Fact ��� An M �m matrix T satis	es Property � if and only if all the columns of T are orthogonal to each
other and have norm one�

�



Proof omitted�

To pick the matrix T � we pick the columns of T one at a time with r�bit precision� where r is a parameter
to be determined later� Throughout this process we maintain the invariant that after choosing k vectors�
every k � k sub�matrix is non�singular �with high probability��

For simplicity� in the description below we ignore the eect of rounding errors which result from working
with �nite precision� We brie�y discuss these matters at the end of Appendix A� Also� below we assume
that we have a polynomial time subroutine which on input ��l� �r� returns a uniformly distributed point
inside the l�dimensional unit sphere with r�bit precision� In this extended abstract we do not describe the
implementation of such a subroutine� However� we use the following important fact

Fact ��� Assume that the vector a � h	� � � � 	li is chosen uniformly at random in the l�dimensional unit
sphere with r�bit precision� Then for every i we have Pr�	i � �� � ��r

p
l �

Proof omitted�

Picking the matrix T � Denote the columns of T by t�� t�� � � � tm� The �rst column t� is chosen at random
inside the M �dimensional unit sphere� and then scaled so that its Euclidean norm is one� After this choice�
the invariant holds if none of the entries in this vector is zero� Using Fact ���� this happens with probability
of at least �� ��rM����

Assume now that we already picked columns t� through tk��� which satisfy the invariant� To pick
column tk� we compute an orthonormal basis for the �M � k � ���dimensional subspace of RM which is
orthogonal to t� � � � tk��� Denote the vectors in this basis by b�� � � � bM�k��� We then uniformly pick a vector
a � h	�� � � � � 	M�k��i inside the �M �k����dimensional unit sphere and scale it so that its Euclidean norm
is one� Finally� we set tk �

P
	ibi� The correctness of this construction follows from the proposition below

Proposition ��
 Assume that columns t� � � � tk�� satisfy the invariant that all the �k � �� � �k � �� sub�
matrices of them are non�singular� and that column tk is chosen by the procedure above� Then� with probability
of at least �� ��r

p
M
�
M
k

�
� all the k � k sub�matrices of t� � � � tk are non�singular�

Proof� See Appendix A�
Using Proposition ���� we can now compute the precision we need to get a transformation matrix T with

the desired properties� Notice that by construction� T must satisfy Property �� It remains to compute the
probability that it also satis�es Property �� This probability can be lower�bounded as follows

Pr�Property � does not hold� � Pr�Invariant is violated�

�
mX
k��

��r
p
M

�
M

k

�
� m 
 ��r

p
M

�
M

m

�
� �logm�r��m� �

�
� logM

Recall now that M � m���� and so logm � r � �m �
�

�
� logM � �r � logm�� �

m

�
�

�

��
�� Therefore� if we

set r � m �
�
logm

�
� � m

� � �
��

��
then we have Pr�Property � does not hold� � ��m� as needed�

Discussion� There are a few points worth mentioning about the construction above�

Representation of partial answers� We stress that in the construction above we can get an arbitrarily small
polynomial fraction of the entries in the shortest vector in L�B��� However� we must get all the bits in each
of these entries� The above construction fails if instead we only get� say� some fraction of the bits in each of
the entries� We do not know of any construction that solves this case�

Complex lattices� If we consider complex lattices� then we have a deterministic construction for the trans�
formation matrix T � One can simply set M to be the �rst power of two which is larger than m���� and
then take as T the �rst m columns of the M �M FFT matrix� It is easy to verify that this matrix indeed
satis�es Properties � and � over the complex numbers� This yields a similar theorem to Theorem �� but with
a deterministic construction�

�



� Other NP�complete problems

Our results for SAT �Theorem �� allow to obtain similar results for other NP�complete problems that SAT
is reducible to via a reduction with certain properties� In many cases� a reduction from ��SAT to a given
language L constructs an instance of the given membership problem such that there is a simple projection
from witnesses for membership in L to satisfying assignments of the corresponding formula� Our idea is to
try to pad such reductions in a way that ensures that from any small fraction of a witness we can recover a
su�cient part of a satisfying assignment of the corresponding formula�

We illustrate our arguments by a formal proof for Graph ��Colorability�

Theorem � � For any � � �� there exist an e�cient probabilistic algorithm Enc�col� and an e�cient
deterministic algorithm Rec�col such that

�� If G is a graph over n vertices� then G� � Enc�col�G� is a graph over N � nO��� vertices�

�� With probability � � ��n �over the coins of Enc�col�� the graph G� has the following property� If 
�

is any 
�coloring of N
�
�
�� of the vertices in G� which can be extended to a full 
�coloring of G�� then

Rec�col�G�G�� 
�� is a 
�coloring of G�

Proof� First we construct a formula � using Cook
s reduction ��� from ��Colorability to ��SAT� and we
apply our Theorem � to construct a formula �� in m � nO��� variables with the property that from any
m����� bits of a satisfying assignment to �� we can reconstruct a satisfying assignment to �� Next we use a
padded version of the standard reduction from ��SAT back to ��Colorability ���� ���

Recall that the original reduction constructs a graph onM � �h��m�� vertices� where h is the number
of clauses and m is the number of variables in the formula� There are � vertices labeled by C�� � � � � C�

associated with the clause C� and � vertices labeled by the complementary literals xi and xi associated with
the variable xi� There are two more vertices labeled TOP and GROUND� For each clause C� the � vertices
are arranged in the graph to form � triangles C�� C�� C� and C�� C	� C� connected to each other by an edge
between C� and C	� The vertices C�� C� and C� are each connected to one of the literals of the clause C�
The vertex C� is always connected to the TOP� All the pairs of complementary literals are connected by an
edge� and each literal is connected to GROUND� This graph is ��colorable if and only if the formula has a
satisfying assignment� Moreover� it has the property� that only two colors can be used to color the vertices
that are labeled by literals� since the third color is assigned to the Ground� From the colors assigned to the
vertices labeled by the literals one directly gets a satisfying assignment to the formula�

We pad the reduction as follows� We add �
�m

��� extra copies of each variable and its negation� and add
edges that connect each pair of complementary literals� As before� each vertex that is labeled by a literal is
connected to GROUND� We denote the graph we obtain by G�� This graph has N � m� � �h� � vertices�
Assume now that we are given a ��coloring of N

�
�
�� of the nodes� Since h � �

m
�

�
� m���� then

N
�
�
�� �

�
m� � �h� �

� �
�
��

� m���
�
��� � m��	���

�
�

�
m��	�� �m� � � �

�

�
m��	�� � �h� �

Thus� among these N
�
�
�� vertices of G� there must be at least m��	�� vertices which are labeled by literals�

Since for each variable there are m� vertices which are labeled by this variable �and its negation�� then we

learn the value of at least m��	���m� � m
�
�
�� of the variables� This gives us at least m

�
�
�� bits of a satisfying

assignment to ��� from which �by Theorem �� we can construct a satisfying assignment to �� Since Cook
s
reduction is witness preserving this gives us a ��coloring of the original graph G�

We are able to prove results of the same type also for Vertex Cover and the Clique problem� We note
that in the case of the Clique problem �and Independent Set�� the proof is even more straightforward� we
can use the standard reduction without padding�
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While working on the SAT problem� we asked Sanjeev Arora about it� He suggested adding to standard
probabilistically checkable proofs another layer of encoding� thus� obtaining resistance to erasure of an �
fraction of the bits� for some small constant fraction �� It turned out eventually that the methods presented
in this paper imply better results �see Theorems � and � above��
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A Proof of Proposition ���

Below we prove that if we pick tk according to the procedure above and consider the k�k sub�matrix which
is induced by taking only the �rst k entries in each vector� then the probability that this matrix is singular is
at most ��r

p
M � The same analysis holds for any other �xed sub�matrix� and so we obtain Proposition ���

using the union bound�

A technical lemma� We start by setting a few notations�

� If V is a linear space� then by dim�V � we denote the dimension of V � If B is a matrix� then the rank
of B is denoted rank�B��

� For any vector x � RM � denote by x�
 
 
k� �resp� x�k � � 
 
 
��� the vector which is obtained by taking
only the �rst k �resp� the last M � k� entries of x� Similarly� if V is a set of vectors then we denote

V �
 
 
k� def� fx�
 
 
k� � x � V g and V �k � � 
 
 
� def� fx�k� � 
 
 
� � x � V g
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Figure �� A basis of V � in row�Echelon form� The dimension of V ��
 
 
k� equals the number of rows with
non�zero entries in positions � � � �k�

The main technical lemma which we need in the proof is the following

Lemma A�� Let T be a M � �k � �� real matrix� such that M � �k � �� Denote the columns of T by
t� � � � tk��� and denote by V � the �M � k � ���dimensional subspace which is orthogonal to t� � � � tk��� If T
satis	es the invariant that no �k � ��� �k � �� sub�matrix of T is singular� then dim�V ��
 
 
k�� � k�

�Recall that V � itself is a subspace of RM of dimension M � k � �� The lemma asserts that if we only
consider the �rst k entries in each vector in V �� then the induced subspace of Rk has dimension k��

Proof� Since V ��
 
 
k�  Rk then clearly dim�V ��
 
 
k�� � k� We now show that also dim�V ��
 
 
k�� � k�
Let B � fb� � � � bM�k��g be a basis for V �� and assume that B is in row�Echelon form �i�e�� it was obtained
by taking any basis of V �� putting it in an �M � k � �� �M matrix and applying Gaussian elimination to
the rows of this matrix�� We depict the general form of B in Figure ��

Denote by d the index �d � f� � � �M�k��g� such that the vectors b�� � � � � bd contain at least one non�zero
entry in positions � � � �k and the vectors bd��� � � � � bM�k�� contains only zeros in these positions� Since B is
a basis of V �� then B�
 
 
k� spans the space V ��
 
 
k�� However� since only the vectors b�� � � � � bd contains
non�zero entries in locations � � � �k� then the vectors b��
 
 
k�� � � � � bd�
 
 
k� alone span the space V ��
 
 
k��
Finally� since B is in row�Echelon form� then these vectors are linearly independent� We therefore conclude
that

d � dim�V ��
 
 
k�� ���

Consider now the vectors bd��� � � � � bM�k��� By construction� they are linearly independent� they contain
only zeros in locations � � � �k� and they are all orthogonal to t�� � � � � tk��� It follows that if we only consider
entries k � � � � �M in these vectors� we get

bd���k� � 
 
 
�� � � � � bM�k���k� � 
 
 
� are linearly independent ���

and

bd���k� � 
 
 
�� � � � � bM�k���k� � 
 
 
� are orthogonal to t��k� � 
 
 
�� � � � � tk���k � � 
 
 
� ���

Below we denote by U the subspace of RM�k which is spanned by bd���k � � 
 
 
�� � � � � bM�k���k � � 
 
 
��
and let U� denote the subspace orthogonal to U � Equation ��� implies that dim�U � � �M � k� ��� d� and
therefore

dim�U�� � �M � k�� �M � k � �� d� � d� � ���

Finally� consider the matrix T �k�� 
 
 
�� This is the �M �k�� �k��� sub�matrix of T � containing the vectors
t��k � � 
 
 
�� � � � � tk���k � � 
 
 
�� Since M � k � k � �� then this matrix contains some �k � �� � �k � ��
sub�matrices �which are also sub�matrices of T �� By the premise of Lemma A��� these sub�matrices must be
non�singular� and therefore the rank of T �k� � 
 
 
� must be exactly k � �� On the other hand� Equation ���

��



implies that all the columns of T �k � � 
 
 
� belong to U�� and so the rank of T �k � � 
 
 
� cannot be larger
than the dimension of U�� We conclude that

k � � � rank�T �k � � 
 
 
�� � dim�U�� � d� �

which implies that dim�V ��
 
 
k�� � d � k� as needed�

Completing the proof� Armed with Lemma A��� we are now ready complete the proof of Proposi�
tion ���� Recall now that to pick tk� we compute some orthonormal basis of V � �which we denote by
B � fb�� � � � � bM�k��g�� pick a random vector inside the �M � k � ���dimensional unit sphere �which we
denote by a � h	� � � � 	M�k��i�� scale it to norm one and set tk � scale�factor 
Pi 	ibi� �Clearly� the
multiplication by the scale�factor has no eect on whether or not any sub�matrix is singular� so we ignore it
below��

Lemma A�� asserts that the dimension of V ��
 
 
k� is k� On the other hand� the subspace which is
spanned by t��
 
 
k�� � � � � tk���
 
 
k� has dimension at most k � �� It follows that at least one of the vectors
bi�
 
 
k� �i � � � � �M � k � �� does not belong to this �k � ���dimensional subspace� Assume w�l�o�g� that
this vector is bM�k���
 
 
k�� We can now view the process of picking a inside the unit sphere in RM�k�� as
choosing the entries 	i one at a time� according to the appropriate distributions� Now notice that

�� The induced distribution on 	M�k��� subject to any particular choice of 	� � is uniform in
some interval which is symmetric around the origin�

�� For any choice of 	� � � �	M�k� there is at most one choice of 	M�k which will cause tk�
 
 
k� to be in
the �k � ���dimensional subspace which is spanned by t��
 
 
k�� � � � � tk���
 
 
k��
For any choice of 	� � � � 	M�k� denote by L�	�� � � � � 	M�k� this unique value of 	M�k�� �if there is no
such value� then denote L�	�� � � � � 	M�k� � ���

Now we have

Pr
a
�resulting T �
 
 
k� is singular� � Pr

a
�	M�k�� � L�	�� � � � � 	M�k��

�a�
� E������M�k

�
Pr

�M�k��

�	M�k�� � L�	�� � � � � 	M�k� j 	�� � � � � 	M�k�

�

�b�

� E������M�k

�
Pr

�M�k��

�	M�k�� � � j 	�� � � � � 	M�k�

�

�c�
� Pr

a
�	M�k�� � ��

�d�

� ��r
p
M � k � � � ��r

p
M

Where Equalities �a� and �c� are the law of iterative expectations� Inequality �b� holds since 	M�k�� is
chosen uniformly from some interval which contains the origin� and Inequality �d� follows from Fact ��� since
we pick a with r�bit precision� This completes the proof of Proposition ����

Working with �nite precision� The above description does not take into account the eect of rounding
errors� which may be introduced since we must work with �nite precision� The eects of these errors may
cause the transformation matrix T to fail to satisfy either of the two required Properties�

Failing to satisfy Property � means that the columns of T are not quite orthogonal to each other� or that
their norm is not exactly one� so we may end up with a matrix T satisfying kTxk � �� � ��kxk� where �
is some expression which depends on the precision r� However� it is still possible to e�ciently compute a
precision r large enough so that we are guaranteed that the shortest vector in L�B�� is Ts �where s is the
shortest vector in L�B��� and this is su�cient for our needs�

Failing to satisfy Property � may be a more serious problem� since it may then be impossible to recover s
from the given entries of s�� One way to solve this problem it to choose T with �r bits of precision� and then
to add to each column a random vector of magnitude ��r� This will add some small factor to the deviation
from Property �� but with very high probability it would cause every sub�matrix of T to be non�singular�
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